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1kit s7 300/op77a cable to programming cable www.site2help.com/op77a_cable_connector.html Jan 27, 2018 Hi, I need to
program several op77a panels that are not accessible through the S7200 or the already existing microwin interface. In order to

program those panels I am using a PC/PPI cable (cable as in the picture below) and a programming adapter cable. The problem
is that I can't get the program running. I check the drivers and there is none for a PC/PPI cable, I am not familiar with this cable.
Can someone help me please? 1kit s7 300/op77a cable to programming cable www.site2help.com/op77a_cable_connector.html

Jan 28, 2018 Hi. I used several different cables to program my op77a. The cable is as in the picture below. The cable was
purchased in 2016 from here: 1kit s7 300/op77a cable to programming cable www.site2help.com/op77a_cable_connector.html
Feb 03, 2018 Hi guys, this is a cable connector for s7 300/op77a. It's from a software developer by siemens: 1kit s7 300/op77a

cable to programming cable www.site2help.com/op77a_cable_connector.html Feb 06, 2018 Hi, I used this cable: 1kit s7
300/op77a cable to programming cable www.site2help.com/op77a_cable_connector.html Jan 12, 2019 Hi, I used this cable to

program my S7-300 panel, OP77A: 1kit s7 300/op77a cable to programming cable
www.site2help.com/op77a_cable_connector.html Jan 13, 2019 Hi. I've got this cable connector: 1kit s7 300/op77a cable to

programming cable www.site2help.com/op77a_cable_connector.html Jan 14, 2019 Hi. This is the connector that I use for my
S7-300/OP77A: 1kit s7 300/op77a cable to programming cable
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Feb 25, 2013 I have a Siemens SI-87.
I downloaded the driver but it says
that there are no drivers for this
model. I just need a driver to control
the PLC via the PPI cable. i don't
have driver for my siemens op77a
Sep 29, 2011 @leopold: you don't
need a driver for the PC/PPI Cable.
what you need is a version of SIEGE
PC/PPI (PLC Cable) software that is
compatible with your PLC. May 7,
2018 Hi, I have a SI-80 PLC, but I
am using a PPI cable. Is there a driver
for it? How to use this PLC cable
with the PC-16? Hi. this is the SI80
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(OP-77A) PLC. The PPI cable is
suitable for OP-88, OP-77A and -79
models. Hello, I have a Siemens
S7-200P, I can't download the
program to it. I need to do it via PPI
cable. I don't have a PC/PPI cable.
Where I can get it? Thank you May 5,
2018 I need to download the software
which controls the PLC via the PPI
cable. I need the driver of PC/PPI
cable for OP-77A and OP-88. Oct 18,
2019 . It is not possible to download
the driver of the PC/PPI cable for the
OP77A and OP-88 PLC. There are
some errors occurred when I used the
"Professional PLC cable driver" to
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download the drivers for the PLC
cable for the OP-88 and OP-77A
models. I need the driver for this PLC
cable so I can download the software
to the PLC. Sep 9, 2019 . I've bought
this PLC cable, but the PLC cable
driver doesn't work for my PC. . I'm
using the PLC cable (RS232/PPI) for
the PC. . Sep 9, 2019 Hello sir. Yes, I
did the following. I downloaded the
serial driver. I can see it on my
desktop. I copied and pasted this file
in the location
"C:\WINDOWS\system32". I
restarted the computer and when I run
the program, it says that this file can't
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